
I Remember My
Successes in

Technicolor //mantra
series // 12in x 12in //

resin-coated wood
board in black

floating frame // 
was $520 // now $275

1.

a  m  a  n  d  a
m   a   r   k   o   
modern art + meditation

Take the First Step //
mantra series // 

18in x 24in // wood panel in
black floating frame // was

$750// now $300 

My True Nature is Love
and Joy //mantra series //

 12in x 12in // resin-
coated wood panel in

black floating frame  //
was $520 // 
now $275 

I Am Where I Am
Meant To Be //mantra
series // 12in x 12in //

resin-coated wood
board in black 

floating frame // 
was $520 // now $275 

If It Is To Be, It Is Up To
Me // mantra series // 

18in x 24in // wood
panel in black floating
frame // was $750//

now $300 

Special pricing on artwork 
that inspires presence - 

$300 and under



I Release the Need for
Control // mantra

series // 11in x 14in //
canvas // was $420//

now $250 

2.

Being Present Makes
Me Powerful // mantra

series // 11in x 14in //
canvas // was $420 // 

now $250 

Cornerstone Paradise //
rock garden series // 8in

x 8in // cradled wood
panel // was $200 //

now $130

Abundance  // mini mantra series // 8in x
8in // cradled wood panel // handwritten

mantra around edge //was $200 // 
now $130 each or $300 for three

// abundance 
flows to me //

// abundance 
flows from me //

// abundance 
flows through me //



Inhale Here. Exhale Now.
//mantra series // 9in x
12in //canvas in black

floating frame // was $360  
// now $150

3.

Let Go // mantra series //
8in x 10in //canvas in 
 black floating frame //

was $250// now $175 // at
Wyndrose

Path Is Choice //
mantra series // 9in x
12in // canvas in silver
floating frame  // was

$250// now $150
at Wyndrose 

Jardin des Roches //
rock garden series //
10in x 10in // wood

panel in black floating
frame // was $350 //

now $175

SOLD

Gemstone Sandbox//
rock garden series //
10in x 10in // wood

panel in black floating
frame // was $350 //

now $175

Granite Gravel // rock
garden series // 10in x
10in // cradled wood
panel // was $350 //

now $150

Rose Quartz Landmark //
rock garden series // 

6in x 6in // cradled wood 
panel // was $150 // 

now $90



Intention Stone Series //
9in x 9in // paper

mounted on linen in 
black frame // $110 each // 

now $95 each or 
$250 for three

// freedom // // flourish //

// radiate // // self-trust //

// manifest //// amplify //

// purposeful // // concentrate // // loving-kindness //

// consistency //

// create //

4.



Mini  Mantra Series // 
5in x 5in // wood block // 

 handwritten mantra around
edge // $125 each // 

now $110 each 
or $300 for three

5.

// I am generous //

// I am powerful // // I am persistent //

// let go //

// I am mindful //// I learn //

// I am worthy //



The Gift of Presence

Rather than a gift, give an experience: 
the experience of selecting customized art.

 
Mantras and intentions are very personal.

 
 Gift your loved ones the ability to select their own
mantra or intention stone. They'll experience the
process of having a customized painting made in

the colors of their choosing. 
 

Special holiday pricing on gift certificates:
Intention Stones or Mini-Mantras

$100 
 

A paper certificate suitable for wrapping or
emailing will explain the gift and the process of

creating customized art.
 

You'll be giving a lifetime of presence 
with one single gift.

 
 

6.

limit 5 per person // only 30 available



// Mantra //
A mantra is energetically and manually written, scratched, imprinted, scribbled, and
collaged onto each layer of the painting, just as mantras are layered into the person
using them. 

Color blocks are containers for the mind to explore; there are boundaries, yet the
interplay between the colors magnify the positive and negative space, providing
contrast for insight. Rich, bold jewel tones amplify the mantra, while metallic and
iridescent materials represent the treasures waiting to be uncovered during quiet
contemplation.

// Rock Garden //
Rock gardens provide a tranquil setting for self-discovery. These works contain
superficial paper rocks derived from imprints of lower layers of the painting, a
reference to the depths where rocks originate. In some instances, actual rocks and
minerals such as sand and marble dust are added to the oil paint.

//  about these series  // 

amandamarko.art@gmail.com // +1 832.655.8502 //
www.amandamarko.art // @amandamarko.art

7.

// Intention Stones // 
A stone carried in your pocket is a tactile reminder of an intention. Balancing rocks
to create stacks - also called cairns - is a meditative practice of patience and
balance. 

These individually framed black and white stones with metallic accents each
represent a single intention; a collector can create a personal cairn by grouping
multiple intention stones in a stack or gallery arrangement. 


